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•  British Museum Cataloguing Rules (1839)  
•  Jewett’s Rules (1853) 
•  Cutter’s Rules (1876) 
•  ALA Condensed Rules for Author & Title Catalog (1883) 
•  LA Cataloguing Rules (1893) 
•  LA / ALA Catalog Rules, Author and Title (1908) 
•  ALA Catalog Rules, Author & Title Entries (1941, 1949) 
•  Library of Congress Rules (1949) MARC Fields: Based on Card  
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Project Final Report. Library of Congress. MARC Fields: Based on Card  
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•  Paris Principles (1961) 
•  MARC Pilot (1966-1968) 
•  Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR) (1967) 
•  ISO Standard 2709 for MARC (1973) 
•  ISBD(M) (International Standard Bibliographic 
Description (Monographs) (1974) 
•  AACR2 (1978) 
•  AACR2R (1988) 
•  Over fifty MARC formats develop (1968-1998) FRBR: a New Model for Relationships  
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Functional Requirements for Bibliographic 
Records, http://archive.ifla.org/VII/s13/frbr/ MARC Structure Continues  
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•  Harmonisation of USMARC, CANMARC and UKMARC 
to form MARC 21(1998-2001) 
•  AACR2R (1998) 
•  MARC 21 (2001) 
•  AACR2R loose-leaf (2002-2005) WEMI Goes Mainstream  
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•  AACR3 now Resource Description and Access (2005) 
•  RDA drafts for constituency review (2008) 
•  RDA (2010-    ) 
•  RDA U.S. National Tests Final Report (2011) 
•  Library of Congress Bibliographic Frameworks Initiative 
(2011) 
•  RDA implementation (2013-    ) WEMI Contracts to WI  
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http://bibframe.org/tools/  
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•  Reliant on having MARCXML data 
•  LOC is not providing a hosting service, so URIs are 
not stable; it’s necessary to publish on own 
webserver 
•  Tools go down frequently, too many users 
•  Using LOC MARCXML means U.S. publications 
–  Editing still required 
–  For our purposes, would creating from scratch be better? 
Issues Using the Tool  What do cataloguers NEED to know NOW?  
•  The future for library cataloguing is Linked Data 
•  Plans are in place at the Library of Congress for a move 
to BIBFRAME, which will replace MARC 
•  BIBFRAME is not envisaged as an entry tool, but as an 
exchange format in the background with an entry screen 
•  So we don’t have to be linked data (RDF) experts 
•  But MARC was envisaged in the same way … 
•  … so *some* understanding of RDF may be wise 
•  There’s a basic transformation tool from MARCXML to 
BIBFRAME but systems would do this in a batch Some Caveats  
•  Other RDF schemes for bibliographic data exist 
•  e.g. British National Bibliography 
•  OCLC and BIBFRAME have a mapping 
•  The JSC for RDA is looking at linked data too 
•  BIBFRAME’s WI model is a contraction of RDA’s WEMI 
•  Not all the benefits of WEMI are present 
•  In theory, it’s easier to convert batches of MARC to WI 
than to WEMI 
•  But watch out for developments from JSC for RDA 
•  Some vendors already have linked data products 
•  Not all bibliographic data is library data 
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•  At this stage, it’s still all about the conceptual models 
•  As cataloguers, we are good at those 
•  Explore RDF at least enough to understand what a triple 
is, and why it matters 
•  http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/  
•  Familiarise yourself with the BIBFRAME model 
•  http://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/model.html 
•  Keep up with the JSC for RDA 
•  http://www.rda-jsc.org/ 
•  Meeting in Edinburgh in November 
•  Relax. It took from 2005 until 2013 until we had to 
implement RDA 